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LOOKING FOR 
THE POPE

Well, not 
really. I was 
looking 
forward to 
seeing the 
Vatican, but 
we didn’t do 

that until 
Sunday. Little did we know the 
Vatican is closed to the Public on  
Sundays. That’s like closing 
Lambeau on a Sunday.

What we DID see on Sunday 
was a vast sea of  umbrellas. It 
was raining all morning and 
when we 
arrived within 
a block of  the 
Vatica, 
hundreds of  
people, with 
umbrellas, 
were exiting the 
main square.

I just couldn’t sit in line for two 
hours in St.Peter’s Square to see 
the inside of  the Vatican 
Museum. No way. Pam and 
Sarah decided the line was too 
long for our short trip. I 
reminded Sarah that she could 
always come back for another 
trip to Rome.

On the way out, I stopped into a 
little shop to buy a few gifts. I 
think Joey will appreciate the 
“Popener” - a beer cap opener 
with the new Pope’s face on it. 
Oh, I did get his family a nice 
rosary too. Maybe I won’t go to 
hell after all. 

I’ll go back to the Vatican 
sometime in the near future. 

“Little did we know 
the Vatican is closed 
to the Public on  
Sundays. That’s like 
closing Lambeau on a 
Sunday.”

If  you had told me I would be in Rome on the trail of 
the elusive Shitamatu, I wouldn’t believe you. I still 
cannot believe I was there.
StarDate 07152014. 
Location:  A small Wisconsin Amusement Park called Wisconsin Dells

     Riding in a Duck from our hotel to the main drag full of  bars, I 
notice the water park called Olympus across from the Rome hotel. Hah. 
Flash forward to actual Roma.  It is amazing. I couldn’t believe it, 
but again, it was just a quick jaunt from home. No matter what 
happened during the weekend, there was no rush to see anything. I live 
less than a 45minute flight from Rome. That in itself  is still difficult for 
me to grasp.
    This was the real thing! I was in Rome because Pam (my neighbor, 
friend, and school counselor) and I had promised Sarah (my co-teacher 
in grade 04, friend, and fellow traveler) that we would all go to Rome 
for her birthday! Oh the things I do for friends. Two nights, three days 
to see Rome? I don’t suggest it unless you live within driving distance.
     Pam is a European traveler extraordinaire. Do you want to know a 
tasty restaurant in Paris?  A reliable rental car agency in London? the 
best time to visit Venice? Ask Pam.  Pam knows it all. Luckily, we had 
Pam along to make sure we knew where to go to max out Rome in two 
and a half  days. All I cared about was Shitamatu!
     “What is Shitamatu?” is what most of  you will say. It is basically 
what they say on the subway for “the next stop is...”. Matt and Stacey 
went to Rome a year or two back. Matt came back to Venezuela with 
that new phrase. But every Italian I met after that - and asked about 
Shitamatu- denied that was even Italian.  It was so much fun when I 
broke out the video camera in the Subway on the second day searching 
for the elusive Shitamatu.  And I found it. Caught on Camera!

The Fontana del Nettuno, also 
known as the Calderari, 

was built in 1576 
by Giacomo della Porta. 
The statues of  Neptune 

surrounded by sea nymphs
 were added 

in the nineteenth century.

WHEN IN ROME...
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The Trevi Fountain

      This is absolutely crazy. I’m telling you this was 
something I never dreamed I would be doing. 
Imagine Robert Langdon weekend. It was basically 
like that. Walk here, walk there, rush here, see that, 
see this. Amazing. Not only that, we weren’t rushed 
at any moment of  the trip. Smooth as silk.
      Look at that picture above. Thousands of  people 
have seen the Trevi Fountain. Now I have too.

Rome is a Just a Walk Around
      This was a trip very unlike my style of  travel. I 
rarely, if  ever, go on touristy guided walks or listen to 
guides. This weekend I tried something new.

       As Sarah, Pam and I approached the Coliseum, 
a woman approached each of  us trying to sell a tour. 
Sarah and I walked right by. If  I ever buy from 
someone on a street corner, I always shop around to 
see what the average going rate is and what it 
includes. Now Pam on the other hand, she just 
jumped right in. I figured, at the time, that she knew 
what she was doing. She had been to Rome a 
number of  times. Sarah and I were following her 
around like two puppies.
        I was wrong, but we were so lucky. We each 
forked over 25 Euros for a tour. The seller told us we 
would be part of  a group following the dude with 
the umbrella. Each of  us paid the seller and received 
a green dot sticker, like you might put on a manilla 
envelop. I guess that was the color of  the day. We 
waited for about 10 minutes outside of  the coliseum 
among all the hawkers while the seller gradually 
increased the size of  our group to about thirty. The 
guide told us we would enter together, but once 
inside, we didn’t have to stick with her. However, if  
we wanted to take part in the second half  of  the 
walking tour, we would have to meet outside at a 
specific time. Cool enough. 
        Our guide talked a lot. We stood around like a 
herd of  goats while she droned on in English about 
the coliseum. I really didn’t have much interest 
because the delivery was reminiscent of  a  
paleontology professor I had once taken a course 

with. The only thing interesting about that professor 
was his daily choice of  neck ties. The only thing 
interesting about this woman was our way of  
entering the coliseum.

Make Way, Make Way! 
       The lines around the coliseum, the entry lines, 
were like snakes weaving all around the entry gates. 
The waits were about two and a half  hours. Adding 
to the pain was the drizzly weather that was 
threatening to pour down. However, our twenty five 
Euros were well spent in one regard: all us with 
green dots followed the umbrella lady past the lines 
into a special entry lane. 

“Pay for the Coliseum Tour. Skip 
the 2 Hour Entry Lines!”

      We walked past a two or two and a half  hour 
waiting line where people were waiting. I couldn’t 
believe we were entering for a few euros more, 
without the wait.
         I wandered off  because I couldn’t stand 
listening to the boring woman. The coliseum was 
ok. I have been more interested in a lot of  tourist 
areas around the world. The tour was just enough. 
We stopped for a bite to eat outside of  the coliseum 
and each bought a small umbrella using our 
bargaining skills. Sarah beat me by two Euros - 
because she sweet talked the dude. Girls usually win.
        The second half  of  the tour was a different 
group of  green dotted tourists and a very funny 
bible thumper tour guide. He kept making British 
jokes - totally funny. He took us around a variety of  
the other Roman ruins up on a hill. Don’t ask me 
what he was talking about. I just kept taking pictures 
from under my umbrella. 
        Rome was a fantastic whirlwind of  a weekend. 
I’ll go back again and again while I am here in 
Europe. The fountain was my favorite! (Thank you 
for planning it all Pam! Happy 30th Sarah!)

n 1629 Pope Urban VIII, finding the 

earlier fountain insufficiently 

dramatic, asked Gian Lorenzo 

Bernini to sketch possible 

renovations, but the project was 

abandoned when the pope died. 

The backdrop for the fountain is the 

Palazzo Poli, given a new façade 

with a giant order of Corinthian 

pilasters that link the two main 

stories. Taming of the waters is the 

theme of the gigantic scheme that 

tumbles forward, mixing water and 

rockwork, and filling the small 

square. Tritons guide Oceanus' 

shell chariot, taming hippocamps.

In the centre a robustly-modelled 

triumphal arch is superimposed on 

the palazzo façade. The centre 

niche or exedraframing Oceanus 

has free-standing columns for 

maximal light and shade. In the 

niches flanking Oceanus, 

Abundancespills water from her urn 

and Salubrity holds a cup from 

which a snake drinks. Above, bas 

reliefs illustrate the Roman origin of 

the aqueducts.

The tritons and horses provide 

symmetrical balance, with the 

maximum contrast in their mood 

and poses (by 1730,rococo was 

already in full bloom in France and 

Germany).  Wikipedia - sorry!
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Back in the Day
In order to truly appreciate this 
volume, I need to go back in time 
several years and share a quick 
story.
I was living on the island of  Utila 
for several summers while I 
completed my DM - Dive Master 
and Instructor for PADI diving. 
While I was working on my DM 
in 2003, my fellow DMs were 
from Mexico and Argentina, and 
so were a few of  the instructors.
Riccardo, one of  the 
Argentinians had begun 
“hanging out” with a Swiss 
Instructor named Irene. She and 
Riccardo spent all their time 
together. Once in a while I would 
also hang out, because Irene 
spoke German - among three 
other languages.
To make a long story shorter, I 
have kept in touch with both 
Riccardo and Irene over the past 
years. Irene lives and works in 
her native city of  Zürich and 
Riccardo is living in California 
with a new girlfriend and their 
kid.

“Italy is just a short 
train ride away. Let’s 
go for the day!”
Seriously, it IS that close. Many 
people from Lugano and the 
surrounding area go across the 
Italian border to buy groceries, 
get cheaper wine, and even buy 
clothes. I am not kidding when I 
say that Switzerland is expensive. 
Number one rule here!

Whether you want to go for a 
week, a weekend, the day, or just 
a half  day, Italy is close. You can 
go to small towns right on the 
border, like Ponte Teresa, just 
spending fifteen minutes on a 
train. On the other hand, you 
can spend a leisurely hour on a 
fast train and head for Milan. 
There are a lot of  other choices, 
but those are two of  the most 
popular from Lugano.

Just a note: Italy uses the Euro as 
currency. Switzerland uses the 
Swiss Franc. Either of  the 
currencies are readily available 
from ATM’s around Switzerland.  
I’ve never been checked, but I 
always carry my passport to Italy.

Let’s Go to Italy, Irene.
Riding around Switzerland and Italy after Ten Years

      I haven’t seen Irene in seven years, but there she 
was, in the Lugano train station ready to stay with 
me for a few days.
We talked for a while downtown and caught up. She 
works for the SBB, has for years now. She has an 
apartment in Zürich and travels all over. That works 
out so well. She is the perfect travel partner because 
she knows five languages and has been all over the 
world traveling. 
     The big news she dropped on me is that she is a 
cancer survivor now. Last summer, when I arrived, 
she had just undergone surgery to remove a 
cancerous tumor in one of  her legs. She had 
mentioned a little swelling to her regular doctor and 
next thing she knows...cancer. What a nightmare she 

went through. Luckily, in Switzerland, workers are 
allowed to have up to two years off  for medical 
reasons before they lose their position. I don’t know 
if  that is for everyone, but for her it is. 
     She had some ski poles - well walking sticks - to 
help her as we walked all around Lugano and Milan 
together. I couldn’t stop her. She preferred to walk - 
even when the last bus up the mountain was at 
18:03 and it was 21:00. That was a lot of  walking. 
We only spent the day in Milan. She used to work in 
Milan, so she had some specific destinations to go to. 
She showed me a fantastic little store to buy cheese 
and Salami. There is no way I’ll ever find it again, 
but I bought some delicious cheese. Next, I will go 
visit Irene in Zürich so we can speak German. 

SBB - The Swiss Railways
(Schweizerische Bundesbahnen)  is 
fantastic!  This reminds me of 
Singapore, except everything is 
on time: buses, trains, train 
stations, bus stations, and 
flights - across countries! You 
cannot believe how “on-time” 
the trains are. Seriously! One 
train to another might be a 3 
minute transfer.

Shopping - window shopping 
at the Galleria Emanuale 
Vittorio II in Milan, Italy. I 
couldn’t afford anything 
around there. Irene showed me 
some other curbside shops too.

I bought nothing at this mall. 
It reminded me of  the ritzy 
malls in the Middle East, but 
this mall actually had real 
people in it shopping. I’ll have 
to come back some day when I 
need some...er...something.
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